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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

For years, Ukraine was recognized as one of the most, if not "the" most, corrupt nation in Europe. It

held on to that reputation all the way up to the day Russia invaded, at which point media worldwide

suddenly started rewriting history.

Whitewashing Ukraine's Corruption and Authoritarianism

As noted by Ted Galen Carpenter, a senior fellow for defense and foreign policy studies at the Cato

Institute, in a sober and clear-eyed article, published in April 2022:

"Statements from U.S. and other Western o2cials, as well as pervasive accounts in the

news media, have created a stunningly misleading image of Ukraine. There has been a

concerted effort to portray the country not only as a victim of brutal Russian aggression,

but as a plucky and noble bulwark of freedom and democracy ...

The promoters of that narrative contend that the ongoing war is not just a quarrel between

Russia and Ukraine over Kiev's ambitions to join NATO and Moscow's territorial claims in

Crimea and the Donbas. No, they insist — the war is part of a global struggle between

democracy and authoritarianism ...

The notion that Ukraine was such an appealing democratic model in Eastern Europe that

the country's mere existence terriNed Putin may be a comforting myth to U.S. politicians

and pundits, but it is a myth. Ukraine is far from being a democratic-capitalist model ...

The reality is murkier and troubling: Ukraine has long been one of the more corrupt

countries in the international system ... Ukraine's track record of protecting democracy and

civil liberties is not much better than its performance on corruption. In Freedom House's

2022 report,  Ukraine is listed in the 'partly free' category, with a score of 61 out of a

possible 100 ...

Even before the war erupted, there were ugly examples of authoritarianism in Ukraine's

political governance ... The neo-Nazi Azov Battalion was an integral part of President Petro

Poroshenko's military and security apparatus, and it has retained that role during Zelensky's

presidency ...

[O]ne can condemn Putin's actions and even cheer on Ukraine's military resistance without

fostering a false image of Ukraine's political system. The country is not a symbol of

freedom and liberal democracy, and the war is not an existential struggle between

democracy and authoritarianism. At best, Ukraine is a corrupt, quasi-democratic entity with

troubling repressive policies.

Given that sobering reality, calls for Americans to 'stand with Ukraine' are misplaced.

Preserving Ukraine's independence and territorial integrity most certainly are not worth the

United States risking war with a nuclear-armed Russia."

Media 'Rediscovers' Ukraine's Corrupt Past

Given how mainstream media have been fawning over Zelensky, picturing him as a Jerce Jghter for

democracy, it was surprising to see The Associated Press and NPR suddenly revisiting Ukraine's

history of corruption. A July 20, 2022, article, originally published by AP and republished by NPR,

states:

"Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy's dismissal of senior o2cials is casting an

inconvenient light on an issue that the Biden administration has largely ignored since the

outbreak of war with Russia: Ukraine's history of rampant corruption and shaky

governance.

As it presses ahead with providing tens of billions of dollars in military, economic and

direct Nnancial support aid to Ukraine and encourages its allies to do the same, the Biden

administration is now once again grappling with longstanding worries about Ukraine's

suitability as a recipient of massive infusions of American aid."

The sudden critique comes on the heels of Zelensky's Jring of his top prosecutor, his intelligence

chief and several other senior oPcials, claiming they are spies or collaborators with Russia.

Zelensky has also dragged his feet when it comes to assigning a new anti-corruption prosecutor,

something that should have occurred last December, and which, according to the U.S. Embassy in

Kyiv, "undermines the work of anti-corruption agencies."

Zelensky Blacklists Americans After Getting Millions From Taxpayers

A few days after Jring his top oPcials, Zelensky's Center for Countering Disinformation —

established in 2021 — also issued a blacklist of American "pro-Russian propagandists," which

includes Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky, former Rep. Tulsi Gabbard, D-Hawaii, independent journalist Glenn

Greenwald, retired Col. Douglas Macgregor and University of Chicago professor John

Mearsheimer.

As noted by Fox News host Tucker Carlson, "Now the Ukrainian government has decided that they

can impose censorship in our country." Carlson questioned how President Biden can possibly claim

that we're "defending democracy" by sending millions of American taxpayer dollars to Ukraine.

This is being done while Zelensky bans all opposition parties — 11 in all — and blacklists American

politicians and journalists who question the use of U.S. taxpayer funds and our involvement in the

Ukraine con[ict.  It rather appears we're aiding authoritarianism, doesn't it? Greenwald, who

appeared on Carlson's show to discuss the blacklisting stated:

"The Ukrainians have a con`ict with this neighboring country in Russia. They're totally free

to pursue whatever war policies they want. They can Nght Russia in the next 10 years if

they choose. But that's not what they're doing.

They're begging and in a sense, demanding that other countries, including my own, the

United States, provide them with a seemingly endless supply of weapons and money, which

means we not only have the right, but the obligation to debate that and ask whether that's

in the interest of the American people to do."

Ukraine Is No Defender of Democracy

In the video at the top of this article, I've included three episodes of "The Jimmy Dore Show" in

which Dore discusses this and other news surrounding the Ukraine war. In the Jrst segment, he

reviews past news articles discussing Ukraine's corruption. Repeatedly, in 2014, 2015 and beyond,

Ukraine was declared the most corrupt country in Europe.

In the second segment, Dore reviews how Zelensky was supposed to clean out corruption and

usher in a new era of good governance. That didn't happen though.

The Panama Papers  — described as "a giant leak of more than 11.5 million Jnancial and legal

records [which] exposes a system that enables crime, corruption and wrongdoing" — have revealed

Zelensky, his wife and several associates own "hidden offshore assets," raising suspicions that

Zelensky may be just as corrupt as his forerunners.

The third Dore Show segment reviews Ukraines' blacklist of pro-Russian journalists, which, as

mentioned, includes Greenwald, Scott Ritter, Jeffrey David Sachs and many others. The beauty of

being discredited by mainstream media is that they revealed to you who is actually telling the truth.

What Happens to US Weapons in Ukraine?

One wonders whether the U.S. "aid" to Ukraine might also be a corrupt scheme in and of itself. As

admitted by CNN,  the U.S. government doesn't know what happens to the billions of dollars' worth

of military hardware and munitions shipped to Ukraine.

The supplies cannot be tracked, and the obvious risk is that the weapons can end up in the hands

of militias and terrorists. However, this is "a conscious risk the Biden administration is willing to

take," CNN says. In the meantime, the U.S. and NATO are simply shipping over whatever Zelensky

claims he needs. According to CNN:

"Trucks loaded with pallets of arms provided by the Defense Department are picked up by

Ukrainian armed forces — primarily in Poland — and then driven into Ukraine, Kirby said,

'then it's up to the Ukrainians to determine where they go and how they're allocated inside

their country.'"

Theft Through Endless Warfare

As noted by Wikileaks founder Julian Assange in 2011, the purpose of the Afghan war — the

longest war in U.S. history, which lasted from 1999 until 2021  — was not to subjugate

Afghanistan. It was to launder money through war.

"The goal was to use Afghanistan to wash money out of the tax base of the United States,

out of the tax bases of the European countries, through Afghanistan, back into the hands of

transnational security elite. That is the goal. I.e., the goal is to have an endless war; not a

successful war," Assange said.

Is Ukraine just another repeat of this same scheme? It's starting to look that way. Rather than

sending diplomats and urging Ukraine to negotiate peace, the NATO alliance insists Ukraine Jght to

the last man, and send weapons and Jnancial aid that quickly vanish into a proverbial black hole.

What's the Goal in Helping Ukraine?

The problem facing NATO and the U.S. is that people are increasingly becoming aware of the fact

that things don't add up. Why are we involved in this con[ict? We're clearly not defending

"democracy"; quite the opposite. We're aiding and abetting an authoritarian regime — and actual

real-world Nazi adherents.

As reported by Jeff Childers, president and founder of the Childers Law Jrm, in a July 19, 2022 blog

post:

"The Economist ran a story yesterday headlined, 'Is America Growing Weary of the Long

War In Ukraine?' Well. I was immediately suspicious, because the Ukraine war hasn't been

that long ...

Late in the article, the Economist put its tobacco-stained Nnger right on the squidge that

marks the real problem: 'Mr. Biden's aim in the war is unclear. His administration has

stopped talking about helping Ukraine to 'win,' and instead speaks of preventing it from

being defeated.'

That's the problem, all right. What IS the goal, Joe? If it's 'winning,' what does that even look

like and how do we get there? ... It seems the pro-war Ukrainians want the U.S. to just skip

the messy middle and jump right into direct war with the Russians, to teach them a lesson

or something.

But the Russians have nuclear missiles and doomsday submarines and even nuclear

torpoedos for goodness' sake. A fully-kinetic global war won't help the Ukrainians, at all.

Probably just the opposite. It's magical thinking."

The Rise of Totalitarianism in America

The U.S. support of an authoritarian regime like Ukraine is perhaps best explained by the realization

that the U.S. itself has shifted in that direction. According to American philosopher, social critic and

cognitive scientist Noam Chomsky,  who appeared on Russell Brand's podcast in July 2022, the

U.S. is "living under a kind of totalitarian culture, which has never existed in my lifetime and is much

worse in many ways than the Soviet Union before (Mikhail) Gorbachev."

The cause for this cultural change, Chomsky believes, can be traced back to the censorship of

global news. Basically, most Americans live in an echo chamber, where there's no diversity of views,

especially not from perceived adversaries:

"If today in the United States, you want to Nnd out what Minister (Sergey) Lavrov of Russia

is saying, you can't do it. It's barred. Americans are not permitted to hear what Russians are

saying," Chomsky told Brand. "Can't get Russian television, can't access Russian sources ...

You wanna Nnd out what the adversaries are saying, which is of utmost importance … But

the United States has imposed constraints on freedom of access information, which are

astonishing and which in fact go beyond what was the case in post (Joseph) Stalin and

Soviet Russia."

The Biolab Angle

Another angle that can help explain the U.S. support of a clearly authoritarian and anti-democratic

regime is the fact that we have a number of biolabs in Ukraine, the purposes of which the U.S.

government is keen to obscure. Childers addresses this as well:

"The next story may possibly be the most signiNcant news I've ever reported, and I don't

think I'm exaggerating. The news is that Deputy Chairwoman of the Russian State Duma

(congress) Irina Yarovaya gave an update yesterday on Russia's o2cial investigation into

US Biolabs in Ukraine.

What the Russians are saying isn't pretty. And they claim to have a mountain of evidence.

So far, the U.S. has not deigned to respond to any of the deadly serious allegations.

Remember that back in May, the Russians presented evidence to the U.N. Security Council

arguing that the U.S. had been performing illegal bioweapons development — AND

TESTING — in Ukraine, including accusing the last three Democrat administrations of

working with George Soros, Bill Gates, and big pharma to break treaties, develop illegal

weapons technology, release bioweapons into Ukraine, test the weapons on soldiers and

mental patients, and — most signiNcantly — infect the Russian people and crops ...

A remarkable diagram shows all the alleged players that goes far beyond those named

above, and includes PNzer, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and others.

US coordination of biological laboratories and research institutes in Ukraine

The Russians accused the top Democrats of facilitating the illegal research for military

purposes in league with big pharma, which was brought in whenever there were tests or

leaks, to develop lucrative treatments for the new diseases.

In return, argued the Russians, big pharma funneled massive campaign contributions back

to Democrats, making a sinister and demonic viral feedback loop."

According to Yarovaya, the key masterminds of this conspiracy include the U.S. Democratic party,

Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, Joe Biden and George Soros. The U.S. government, meanwhile, has

done nothing to counter these Russian allegations, other than dismiss them as "Russian

misinformation" unworthy of so much as a reply.

“ Because the Russians are naming specific
individuals, it is starting to look like the Russians
plan to launch a Nuremberg-style international
criminal complaint along the lines that so many
Americans have been wishing for. ~ Jeff Childers”

Childers suspects Biden's attempt to set up a Disinformation Governance Board might even have

been an "effort to screw an even tighter lid" on the biolabs story, seeing how Nina Jankowicz,

selected to lead the board, previously worked for Zelensky himself. She also worked for the

Ukrainian Foreign Ministry.

Russian Report to Drop Before the US Midterms

According to Yarovaya, the Russian government intends to release a comprehensive report about

the U.S. biolabs in Ukraine sometime before the U.S. midterm elections. In her July 18, 2022, status

update to the Russian legislature, she stated:

"As evidence today, the parliamentary commission may already present the facts that bio

laboratories supervised by the Pentagon on the territory of Ukraine did not meet safety

criteria. In the current mode of their activity, they posed and pose a colossal threat for

citizens of Ukraine and for the whole world.

The facility was not only insecure. Despite the fact that they were working with dangerous

viruses and pathogens, there was also a leak. It is quite likely that this explains the growth

of epidemics in Ukraine.

But most likely, those who created these laboratories were interested in ensuring [they]

were not adequately protected, not only for corruption, but also in order to carry out a live

experiment; in this way, to monitor what the reaction from the population would be, what

the mortality rate would be, what the consequences would be."

Russians Accuse US of Intentional Negligence

To be clear, the Russians are accusing the U.S. of intentional negligence, which is no small matter.
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To be clear, the Russians are accusing the U.S. of intentional negligence, which is no small matter.

As noted by Childers, the same thing appears to have happened in Wuhan.

From 2018 onward, the U.S. State Department issued reports in which investigators warned the lab

was poorly run and primed for an accident. Fast-forward to late 2019, and SARS-CoV-2

mysteriously emerged right in the vicinity of that same lab.

Now, any oPcial that admits COVID was or might be the result of a lab leak is also careful to say

that it must have been an accident. But if a lab is intentionally negligent, is a subsequent leak really

accidental?

The point the Russians seem to make is that it's not accidental at all. However, intentional neglect

allows the responsible party to pretend that an intentional release was accidental. That way, they're

not guilty of a crime. But that's not all. Childers continues:

"The Russians also alleged that the U.S. culprits are hiding behind 'animal research;' further

concealing their guilt by genetically grafting human infection capabilities onto existing

animal viruses, so they can claim natural origins for the newly-developed bugs. Like with

COVID. Or monkeypox ...

Yarovaya said the result of all this intentional negligence has been 'unforeseen situations

all over the world.' She Nngered the U.S. for the novel monkeypox outbreak. 'Everything

related to coronavirus, monkey pox, should be searched in the test tubes of American

laboratories,' she said.

By a totally random coincidence, the very same Wuhan Institute of Virology where COVID

was developed was also experimenting with monkeypox ... Because the Russians are

naming speciNc individuals, it is starting to look like the Russians plan to launch a

Nuremberg-style international criminal complaint along the lines that so many Americans

have been wishing for."

'Game of Nuclear Chicken'

If Childers suspicion that the Russians are planning a Nuremberg-style complaint, it's no wonder

the U.S. government is trying to keep a lid on the accusations, even at the risk of having their

silence appear incriminating in and of itself.

Childers also believes China may join with Russia in this effort, as Russia's justiJcation for invading

Ukraine to take down dangerous biolabs would also "create a neat justiJcation for a Chinese

invasion of Taiwan." As it turns out, Taiwan is home to a staggering 1,251 biolabs that serve

"medical, agricultural, food and environmental needs."

At least 31 of those labs work with "virology, bacteriology, parasitology, mycology and vector

biology," and one, a biosecurity level 4 (BSL4) lab in northern Taiwan belongs to the military. So,

China could easily justify an invasion of Taiwan by saying there are unsecured biowarfare facilities

there.

"All these allegations — completely ignored by corporate media — are incredibly serious,"

Childers notes.  "The Russians are accusing the U.S. of a biological weapons of mass

destruction attack. It has long been the o2cial policy of the U.S. that a bioweapons attack

is equivalent to a nuclear attack, and would justify a nuclear response.

It doesn't matter whether they're right. The Russians appear to believe they are legally

justiNed in retaliating against the U.S. using weapons of mass destruction. And they're

building the case using a lot of shady stuff that the U.S. and its deep-state corporate allies

have been up to.

It sure would be a good time for the U.S. government to speak up and get totally

transparent about the legitimate purpose behind all these labs. Assuming there IS a

legitimate purpose.

But perpetrators, whoever they are, would almost certainly risk nuclear war to protect their

secrets if only half of what the Russians are saying is true. So, wittingly or not, we are all

involved in a deadly game of nuclear chicken. And our driver is Joe Biden."

Is There a Way Out?

In an interview with Lex Friedman, ?lmmaker Oliver Stone discussed the history of corruption in

Ukraine — detailed in his Jlm "Ukraine on Fire" — the propaganda surrounding the current Russia-

Ukraine con[ict, and his understanding of why Russia is acting the way it is.

At the end of that interview, Friedman asked Stone whether he thinks we can walk back from the

brink of nuclear war. Stone replied:

"Yes, [through] reason ... and then diplomacy. Talk to the guy. Mr. Biden, why don't you calm

down and go talk to Mr. Putin in Moscow. And try to have a discussion without falling into

ideologies."

Assuming the U.S. government in general and Biden in particular are not embroiled in criminal

biowarfare activity in Ukraine, then Stone's suggestion is reasonable. However, if their actions are

based on a need to protect a dirty secret (or two), then diplomacy wouldn't even be on the menu of

options.

Russia would probably want its pound of [esh. They would want justice to be settled, which in the

case of illegal biowarfare manufacturing could include the lifelong incarceration of certain

individuals. Seeing how Biden is on Russia's list of "key mastermind conspirators," it seems

reasonable to assume he wouldn't easily be let off the hook.

And that brings us right back to Childers' prediction, which is that the perpetrators "would almost

certainly risk nuclear war to protect their secrets if only half of what the Russians are saying is

true."

So, while World War III has so far been an information war waged against the public, nuclear war

between nations is still a possibility — thanks to corruption at the highest levels, which prevents

diplomatic solutions.

Helping You Take Control of Your Health for 25 Years

Beginning August 8, I am happy to announce that Mercola.com will be celebrating its 25th year of

providing you with the latest news and discoveries in the Jeld of natural health. What started as a

platform where I can share my views and recommendations has grown into the No. 1-ranked

Natural Health website in almost two decades — a feat not possible without your support.

During this historic week, I’ll be sharing some unique and insightful articles that will showcase

different aspects of my life. I’ll also be releasing a documentary that chronicles my day in the

Mercola oPce, plus a special video on how to take back control of your health freedom. There are

some fun surprises along the way so this is one week you won’t want to miss. Click below to learn

more!

Once again, I want to thank you, dear readers, for your support through these 25 years in this

continuing journey to take control of your health.

Learn More
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Most people on the planet have been getting duped since the beginning of time. The few that haven't are usually the ones doing the

duping. The rich have always played both sides of con[ict/war so no matter who wins, they're fortunes and power/in[uence were

maintained and protected. The rich beyond belief such as Henry Ford, Rockefeller, Bush family, Walker family, the Dulles brothers, The

House of Windsor, The King of the Netherlands, and most of the royal's of Europe Jnanced WWI and WWII. Of course, those nasty

Bankers are always right in the middle of the muck as well. Playing and Jnancing both sides and never caring for human life...Just

money, power and control.

Slave labor from the concentration camps in WWII created sooo much proJt and wealth for them all. It's going to happen again. No,

actually it is happening again. Does Davos ring a bell? Fascism folks, plan and simple. When these people (I loath using this term for

them) can take out a sitting President such as John Kennedy and get away with it and keep it covered from most average people's

knowledge...well wow! Until there is divine intervention...Everything is a Rich Man's Trick and real freedom and liberty is just an

illusion. www.youtube.com/watch
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Yes, Beentheredonethat2, the rich always put their wealth and power where they make the most proJt,. The techno-fascist elite

will use the Davos gathering to further promote global citizen control through the destruction of nation states. Now we have

Vanguard and BlackRock, who have a monopoly on all industries in the world, made up of the world's richest families.

BlackRock and Vanguard are the same, as the latter is the former's largest shareholder. Surnames linked to the two include the

Rothschilds, the Bushes, the British Royal Family, the Du Ponts, the Vanderbilts, and the Rockefellers.

Vanguard and BlackRock are the two main owners of Time Warner, Comcast, Disney and News Corp, four of the six media

companies that control more than 90% of the US media landscape. “A report by Bloomberg states that both companies in the

year 2028 together they will have investments amounting to 20 billion dollars. That means they will own almost everything." All

of these in[uential families and media run Davos and the new world order through control of the global Jnancial systems,

takeover of all monopolies and corporations, and ultimately all private property.

BlackRock and Vanguard together own pretty much everything there is to own, which explains why everything is now moving in

one general direction, straight towards the Great Reset. This "pandemic" has been the ideal scenario to deliver the Jnal blow to

the world economy. This was written since the Davos meeting, it is part of the plandemic agenda, to steal the rest of the world's

remaining resources and place them under the control of the "corrupt elite".

noqreport.com/2021/06/15/blackrock-and-vanguard-the-same-shady-people-..
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This is a banking crisis, “the end game is totalitarian control coupled with a Jnancial reset and digital currency, so there is a

need for digital ID and passports. IS THE RUSSIA INVASION OF UKRAINE A TROJAN HORSE FOR THE FINANCIAL RESET?

expose-news.com/2022/03/09/is-the-russia-invasion-of-ukraine-a-trojan-..  (2022) The Psychology of Totalitarianism is a book

written by Professor of Psychology at the University of Ghent in Belgium, Dr. Mattias Desmet. A refreshing aspect of the book is

that it undermines scientiJc authority which, paradoxically, improves science. SpeciJcally, he cites the work of legendary

researcher Dr. John Ioannidis, an epidemiologist and professor of medicine at Stanford University, and his research asserts that

most medical research cannot be replicated.

Whether through investigator bias or outright fraud, most published research is simply not valid. I say this enhances science

when Desmet points this out because it undermines the assumption of scientiJc authority. Science is supposed to be an open

ended search for the truth that is inherently self corrective. Once science claims the role of authority and seeks to limit

discussion it is no longer science. Censorship and science can't coexist.

josephsansone.substack.com/.../the-psychology-of-totalitarianism  (Dr. Joseph Sansone. (18 hr ago)
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Speaking of Vanguard and Blackrock and the Great Reset (New World Order); the number of construction sites are constantly

increasing - exponentially! The zombie masses see nothing, other than "It's good for the economy". What economy?! Everything

they're building, is LUXURY and food prices are already in the stratosphere! They are tearing down entire blocks of

houses/buildings (literally) in order to "Build Back Better"! Society as we've known it, is fast becoming a distant memory.
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Beentheredonethat2 - people need to understand "cause and effect." The "effects" are quite visible in most cities; taxes

increasing, homelessness increasing, rising crime, infrastructure under stress, small businesses closing, renters and rest

increasing, etc. What is the "cause?" Great question, why is no politician asking it? IMHO - the cause is the incredible transfer of

power, control , and wealth - from the working class (producers of wealth) to The Powers That Be (holders of wealth). People

need to wake up and do some Critical - Intelligent - Aware Thinking.
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Thank you for the link!
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“From JFK to 9/ll: Everything is a Rich Man’s Trick” is an excellent documentary. Long, but worth the watch. Blessings to you.
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Beenthere, yes "Everything is a Rich Man's Trick. This documentary should be required viewing in schools. I don't have enough

Jngers and toes to count the number of assassinations in the U.S. and around the world perpetrated and/or controlled by dark

forces in the U.S.
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A bit off-topic. I would like to see any talk of a "prison swap" between Russia and the U.S. re Brittney Griner, sentenced to 9

years in Russia, include Julian Assange. He will spend the rest of his life in an American prison. In Russia he will be free to live

with his family, Edward Snowden, and others. Let's all get behind this and get this idea out to the world. Thanks.

nypost.com/2022/08/04/russia-prosecutors-seek-9-5-year-sentence-for-br..
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otis101 - you are cooking with gas. Brilliant idea!!! -  "A bit off-topic. I would like to see any talk of a "prison swap" between

Russia and the U.S. re Brittney Griner, sentenced to 9 years in Russia, include Julian Assange. He will spend the rest of his life in

an American prison. In Russia he will be free to live with his family, Edward Snowden, and others. Let's all get behind this and

get this idea out to the world. Thanks. fansided.com/.../brittney-griner-prison-next-wnba"   Let's do it.
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There is no doubt in my mind that Henry Ford helped Jnanced the wars, in fact he was pro Hitler and earlier on admitted it. It

was always curious to me why Hitler did not heavy bomb England directly, instead of small attacks and V2 rockets. Along with

Hitler stopping the German tanks from capturing the English at Dunkirk. There was always that hesitancy of mixed emotions,

when it came to England. It is like you said Beentheredonethat2, all that Jnancing created some doubt. I watched the

assassination of JFK on TV, and I have never met anyone to this day, that was old enough at the time that did not know where

they were when it happened. George Bush senior, then a member of the CIA, the organization who was involved in the

assassination of JFK, was asked a few years later where he was at the time.

He said he did not remember and had no idea, even though he was in a hotel two blocks away from where, (and at the same

time), the assassination was taking place. Coincidence? The investigation on the assassination was made by a man name

Warren as in the fame Warren Report. Chief Justice Earl Warren was Jred just six months earlier by JFK for negligence and

incompetents and here he is (Mr. Incompetents) doing the study. Seems to me as a con[ict of interest. Coincidence? JFK Jr.

plane disappeared while [ying to Martha's Vineyard, Mass.

It was said that the weather was bad, and that JFK Jr. was not instrument trained. Both lies, for the weather was clear, and he

was instrument trained. In fact, there were 4 people on board, not just three as the news media stated. John Jr., His wife and

sister-in-law plus an instructor who was certifying John on that [ight on instruments. John was well trained on instrument

[ying prior and was Jnally getting around to making it oPcial with a certiJcate. John had already called in his [ight approach to

the airJeld on that clear night, so (they) knew he was coming. The airJeld and the ones who took him out. Coincidence?
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The instructor's body who was sitting in the back seat, (hard to get out of plane from the back seat) was never found.

Coincidence? John Jr. was going to be running for a Senate seat, and easy victory and was already being asked to run for the

Presidency of the United Staes against George Bush Jr. An easy win for John Kennedy Jr. This I believe is why John Jr's plane

was taken out. Coincidence? Moving on to Iraq and the so-called weapons of mass destruction, under George W. Bush or junior.

a stockpile of bombs was found, but the American military were told from powers to be, to leave them. When the American

came back the bombs were taken by the Taliban and later used as IED's to blow up American convoys.

This help extend the war. Coincidence? At the same time there were several 18-wheel trucks hauling away billions of American

currencies plus other currency from major Iraq banks and just so happens that one of the trucks disappears and never to be

found. Coincidence? Pat Tillman, American hero, millionaire football player, volunteered after the twin towers went down. He

didn't like what he saw in Iraq and Afghanistan and was going to tell all. If the word got out, George Bush Jr. would have never

been re-elected. Pat was sent to Afghanistan. While there his team was sent on a mission.

A Humvee broke down. They were told to walk on and scout ahead. Then Pat Tillman, and an 18-year-old teammate, and the

Iraq interpreter were told to go back to the stalled Humvee. The interpreter was killed instantly. The 18-year kid was shot up bad

and Pat took one in the leg. It was said that Pat Tillman, American Hero, was killed by enemy Jre. There were no insurgents,

(enemy) in the area. Then later it was said that Pat was killed by friendly Jre. It was told later at a hearing that Pat threw out
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(enemy) in the area. Then later it was said that Pat was killed by friendly Jre. It was told later at a hearing that Pat threw out

purple smoke grenades indicating friendlies, and that Pat yelled out, "this is Pat Fxxxin Tillman and to hold your Jre.
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con't; Pat was shot in the temple by three rounds from a M16 ri[e from a hundred yards. The bullets landed one inch apart. The

war experience Army coroner said that it was impossible for the bullets to land so close together at that distance, and he

believes it was from no more than 10 yards away. And that it was murder. They never brough up his report and all the other army

rangers were told to keep their mouths quiet. Coincidence? They say, "the fruit does not fall far from the tree," and in this case,

"like son, like father" for it seems that Joe Biden is turning out like his son. For what is going on in the USA and the world I

believe Biden knows that he is not going to re-elected, so it is time to make/take the money where and when he can.

To give 55 billion taxpayer dollars to someone, with no checks and balance, and spend it where you need it, is Ludicrous. I guess

it is money laundering time and make sure some of it ends up in my (Biden) Caymon Island account. To think that there are only

two places in the world, Ukraine and Taiwan that America has bio labs is small thinking, for I know there are more and mostly

likely lots more that I am not aware of. For that matter I am sure that China and Russia have many bio labs of their own. The

Chinese want to make a big deal about Palosi going to Taiwan, but they fail to mention that their government dignitaries go

where they want when they want.

China's present government fail to remember that it was American's who save many of them from starvation and the Japanese.

Even Chinese general Mao Tse-tung turned on Chinese General Chung Kai-shek, during WW2 because he wanted all the control,

forced Chinese General Chung Kai-shek to Taiwan. America kept Mao from attacking Taiwan. China will not stop at Taiwan, next

S. Korea, then Philippines, then Japan, then Australia, then New Zealand, and of course Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Laos,

Malaysia. This is why we need to stop supporting China for our goods.
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Yes and those same bots that took out JFK, took out the towers in plain sight.
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Thanks for the link "Everything is a Rich Mans Trick" Someone posted this within the last week. I listened to it. I made the time.

Well worth the effort. What an exposee.
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Good report from dr. Mercola. This shows that the US is corrupt also. So the US knew that Ukraine is very corrupt, but gave them

billions anyhow. One reason being to get bioweapon labs in Ukraine (Pentagon said 46 labs). Joe Bidens son is involved in those labs,

in league with big pharma, to develop lucrative treatments for the new diseases, like monkeypox. In return big pharma funneled

massive campaign contributions back to Democrats, making a sinister and demonic viral feedback loop, dr. Mercola said. So I say:

That is corruption inside the US. Also it was the US that did the 2014 Maidan coup in Ukraine and then put the corrupt oligarchs in

power and gave them $ 5 billions support in that year, making the country more corrupt.

The war is to Jll the pockets of the corrupt oligarchs, who want the oil in Russian speaking part of East-Ukraine, instead of peace talks.

Like the owner of Burisma who stole 5 billion of a Ukraine national bank, he wants the oil in East-Ukraine, so he helped the comedian

Zelensky, to become a corrupt president, who then ordered the attack on East Ukraine despite the Minsk peace agreement of 2015

with Russia. Also Burisma paid Hunter Biden $ 3 million to get Joe Biden's support. Also John Kerry's son was on the payroll, but he

backed out quickly when he got exposed. So it's US corruption by top democrats.

The Ukraine prosecutor who wanted to investigated this corrupt shady deal was Jred after pressure from Joe Biden. He bragged about

it in this video : "I told the Ukrainians they don't get $1 billion US support, if the don't stop this prosecutor. " www.youtube.com/watch

 This is corruption by Joe Biden, as he bribed with US taxdollars to stop a criminal investigation into his son Hunter activity in the

Ukraine. Why? What Biden had to hide? www.dailywire.com/news/ukraine-prosecutor-that-biden-got-Jred-says-he..  So it's US

corruption all over, everywhere you look.
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Of course, PETE, corruption has some very big tentacles. More aspects of the adventures of the US in Ukraine. On the company

of the presidential son Hunter Biden, which Jnanced biological laboratories in Ukraine; Metabiota produces bioagents under

diplomatic cover in secret labs and then sells pandemic insurance and tracers to help countries get ahead of what they're

releasing. He added that the company is part of the Pentagon's Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) program and is

Jnanced by Rosemont Seneca, a company linked to Biden and Christopher Heinz, stepson of former US Secretary of State John

Kerry.

The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) activates undercover agents in biolaboratory companies. When the United States says it

has no biological labs in Ukraine, Pederson pointed out, it only means that private companies like Metabiota and Black & Veatch

are the ones operating it under the surveillance and funding of the US government.

www.brighteon.com/e53caba1-3fd8-4ecb-b25d-6d8b204c8e13

 www.brighteon.com/c8e17ddb-368b-4c6f-830e-a328d864d99e  .-----------Ukraine constitutes a global elite criminal haven

'running the world', with massive amounts of drugs and human traPcking [owing out of the country, along with their

'disinformation/global control' operation.

The videos at this link look at various aspects of that "Ukrainian cabal playground" for which Joe Biden is risking America's

nuclear annihilation, with the Jrst video below showing the US Army Colonel Doug MacGregor joining former US Senator Trey

Gowdy on Fox News and telling him and the US that the Ukrainian government is deeply corrupt, and that Biden and the US

deJnitely shouldn't help them.
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There is another one of the 'real reasons' why Biden will likely involve the US in the 'swamp' that exists because there are some

absolutely devastating 'Biden family secrets' hidden in Ukraine, as well as secrets held by the 'global cabal' of the crime', secrets

that Russia could possibly obtain if they take Ukraine if they haven't been destroyed by then.

allnewspipeline.com/The_REAL_Reasons_Why_It_Is_So_Important_To_The_Glo..  (02/03/2022) .----------------The involvement of

the CIA and NATO in Ukraine is a breeding ground for tensions between Russia and the US. The Central Intelligence Agency

(CIA) has also been heavily involved in Ukraine, probably conducting operations there as if the Cold War had never ended.

Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksii Reznikov publicly offered Ukraine as the location to test North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO) weapons against Russia in a live web chat with John Herbst, senior director of the Eurasia Center of the Atlantic

Council. . "Ukraine is 'essentially a testing ground' for the advanced weaponry that the United States and its allies are sending to

the country," he said, adding that the country is interested in testing modern systems in the Jght against the enemy and

encouraged manufacturers.

of weapons to do it. test the new products in Ukraine. "Many weapons are now being tested in the Jeld in real battle conditions

against the Russian army, which has many modern systems of its own." The Western response to the war in Ukraine has been a

boon to US arms manufacturers, who are making money by shipping weapons to the war zone, replenishing NATO stockpiles,

and selling weapons to European countries that have decided increase military spending.

www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-defense-minister-offers-ukraine..  (JUL 20, 2022)
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Thanks GUI, for the extra information.  We should also thank Zelensky's Center for Countering Disinformation for the blacklist of

Americans, framed as "pro-Russian propagandists," which includes Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky, former Rep. Tulsi Gabbard, D-Hawaii,

independent journalist Glenn Greenwald, retired Col. Douglas Macgregor and University of Chicago professor John

Mearsheimer. Now we know who we can trust: Being everyone on that blacklist. I love Tulsi Gabbard. She is smart and honest. It

is time a women becomes US president, so let Tulsi be the next president of the USA to free the US from corruption. .
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Pete & Gui, good information. Thanks!
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Pete, yes, agreed, the oligarchs are controlling the world. The corruption is well across the aisle - it's a free-for-all. Screw the

voter (decades now). Some would agree that JFK was the last president representing the people and look what happened to

him. Here's just a snippet of the corruption: Top 4 Senate recipients of Big Pharma donations: 1.Tim Scott R-SC 2.Chuck

Schumer D-NY 3. Robert Memendez D-NJ 4. Catherine Masto D-NV Wish I could see more exposure of this. All lobbyists need

to be sent packing. While we're at it, vote out ~90% of all incumbents. Accountability and justice is needed with no partisanship.

Full Jnancial disclosure (yes, including tax returns), end revolving door job opportunities for gov't oPcials  Ukraine - no one is

talking about ending the con[ict and the carnage, just continue the war economy.
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Pete, “It’s time a woman become president” Tulsi Gabbard the World Economic Forums new global leaders! NO THANK YOU!
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Pete.Smith, you might want to do some research on Tulsi Gabbard. She is a WEF young global leader. Here are a couple of links:

swprs.org/the-young-global-leaders-of-the-davos-world-economic-forum-w..

 thenewamerican.com/don-t-be-fooled-tulsi-gabbard-is-a-globalist-in-she..  I also have read that she now denounces Klaus

Schwab, and is critical of Biden. But I think she is not to be trusted. Perhaps controlled opposition. It sure does get tiring trying

to Jnd someone I can trust.
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I've taken a lot of abuse for distrusting Zelensky and the west's endless supply of money. People are being encouraged to hate the

Russians when the Russians are just people too. Putin has complained loudly in years past about Ukraine and was consistently

ignored so I'm not surprised he attacked when Zekensky decided to put nukes on their shared border.
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You and me both MK3140 ....I will never forget that day/night on Feb. 24th, 2022.... You could see/hear the terror/panic from

people and my new's sources.....I couldn't believe my eyes or my ears.....People would say: "but It's on Fox!" After many

screaming matches with loved ones who 'appeared' to 'know' more than me, I came to this conclusion: Every person who

claimed Putin = bad man were the same people that took the jab (s). Those political leaders/celebrity's that 'claimed' to have

had the jabs were a farce and had their agendas, but jabbed people were believing everything with covid 2020, and in 2021, the

vaccine rollout was and has been like watching a horrible experiment.

(especially when my 'smart' kids are vaccinating their children). I'd say the Jrst experiment was with accepting obama and his

pot smoking ways..Americans proved they weren't racist but it wasn't enough....it was suddenly 'cool' to be in a continuous fog

of cannabis....people accepted him and didn't think he could be a controller of America.....but so much has changed once

obama got comfortable.

And people forget that. These days, I am more interested in listening to my spirits and guides....I work on my immune

system.....I am afraid for the unvaccinated population (like me) and now worry about spike proteins 'giving me something'. I

don't understand a lot, but that doesn't make me ignorant. And I learn better by simple diagrams and comparisons - not charts/

graphs/big words. I developed 'palm issues' since Feb.....

been to 2 chiropractors and my small town doc... the doc says is that it's 'athlete's foot' - on my palms???!!!! He gave me

coritzone pills, & some cream..( by June I gave in).....I believe I had some sort of crash in my system....good products vrs

bad....combine with the summer heat/stress. Palms get blisters, then scale over. I had some 'symptoms' but refused to take pcr

test. 2 bouts of being sick....two rounds of Iverm. Learning to live with palm mess now.
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What is interesting to me is that Russia never threatened Ukraine when Trump was president, but the Russians moved to the borders

of Ukraine shortly after Biden was sworn in as President and Biden did not say anything until Russia went into Ukraine, and unless you

are still drinking the Kool-aid you are aware of the many corrupt dealings of the Biden family and his major failures while in oPce.
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While you are busy bashing Biden (deservedly), let's not forget the deeply corrupt Bush presidents, Nixon, Reagan, and Clinton,

Obama, and Trump, all of whom fed the war machine and propelled our taxes to greed soaked CEO's , bankers, and the

obscenely bloated military. And yet Americans continue to elect the congressional millionaires who refuse to raise the minimum

wage of $7.25/hr.
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The one president that tried to face off against the CIA and the War Machine was JFK (read Jame Douglass ~ JFK - The

Unspeakable: Why He Died And Why It Matters).  Enough said.
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It is the American people and Ukrainian people that have been duped! Geopolitics don’t give a damn about the suffering of innocent

citizens caught in the manufactured con[ict!
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We are seeing many forms of money transfers around the globe. These are essentially a form of money laundering to "legally" transfer

funds from one person to another. Where there are large budgets, there is large fraud, graft and corruption. There is pro[igate

spending by the US govt at a time when many families are stressed to make ends meet. Never higher taxes have been collected, but

we are told 80,000 more IRS agents are needed. (Did I get that number correct?) More national guard called up to WA DC. Yet, none

added border guards. We are under attack from within. The coffers are being looted as part of the end game. It is not so much about

Ukraine. That is only on epart of the whole. It may even be a testing ground for WWIII.

www.theguardian.com/global-development/2016/feb/04/sex-lies-psychologi..
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Yes, Almod, the war in Ukraine is a proJt for the business of war and suffering for a population that is condemned to emigration.

$65 Billion in Western Aid for Ukraine’ Is Neither Aid Nor Is It for Ukraine. Some US congressmen have raised concerns that "aid"

could be stolen by corrupt oPcials, as was the case for decades during numerous US invasions around the world. Yet corruption

and embezzlement, which geopolitical expert Paul Antonopoulos recently covered in a superb analysis, is the lesser problem

here. The mainstream media has been portraying the political West as sending actual physical money to the kyiv regime.

However, nothing could be further from the truth. The funds will essentially remain in the "donor" countries. Most of those funds

will be oPcially allocated to arming, or rather, rearming the forces of the kyiv regime. But who exactly, or more precisely, what

companies will produce weapons for the Ukrainian army? It's safe to assume we all know the answer: the US Military-Industrial

Complex, the largest and most powerful weapons manufacturing cartel on the planet. Well-known names like Lockheed Martin,

Raytheon, Boeing, BAE Systems, General Dynamics, Northrop Grumman, to name a few, will get the vast majority of those funds.

Furthermore, the “aid” provided by the United States and NATO countries is essentially a long-term loan that will have to be

repaid over decades. Moody's, one of the world's three major credit rating agencies, has downgraded Ukraine's credit rating

from Caa2 to Caa3, which equates to "poor" or "very high" credit risk. The agency also changed its outlook on Ukraine from

"under review" to "negative," indicating things could get even worse for kyiv.

www.globalresearch.ca/65-billion-western-aid-ukraine-neither-aid-nor-u..  (2022)

www.telesurenglish.net/news/Ukraines-Credit-Rating-Plunges-as-Massive-..  (2022)
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As Gui has stated above the true owners of the most of the world are Vanguard & Blackrock and the true receivers of our tax

dollars are arms companies. What Gui does not state is who are the major owners and decision makers of those corporations

and why do we not know their names? Capitalism in all its forms has been a creature controlled by banksters since the

formation of the privately held Bank of England in 1690. Then many of the owners were also members of Parliament who

passed laws that sucked the blood, sweat and tears of the colonies and along with another privately held corporation The East

India Company provoked the American Revolution. The same scenario has been playing out in Ukraine.

The banksters, who behind the scenes control the corporations and the UK, US & EU provoked Russia until it could no longer

remain quiet. I do not condone the war in any sense but I see it as a rational defense response. Capitalism like many monsters

conceived in fevered brains must grow or die. It is in the throes of death and is thrashing around like Godzilla in Tokyo. China

and Russia are using what is called the American System as was used in the colonies before the Currency Acts which Ben, an

astute observer who was there, said caused the Revolution. They create their currency with no interest so can grow without

destroying laborers.

90% of Chinese workers have a life long lease on their homes which can be passed on but not speculated on and sold at a

proJt. 2021 China's growth over in[ation was 7+% the US' growth over in[ation was -1.1%. The banksters have sucked the US

dry and must Jnd other victims. Russia has a long history of being invaded or exploited for its resources. In my 1964 Economic

Geography class I learned that Russia is the most resource rich country in the world with 19 of the 21 essential industrial

resources. US has 10-11 & EU 10. That is why Napoleon and Hitler invaded and why the banksters are after it. They understand;

we don't.
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When the Ukraine government was overthrown they progressively gave property to mainly oligarchs and corporations including

Monsanto. Russians saw this as another stage in the centuries long attempt by banksters to control. The Soviet Union had a

government owned central bank that created money at no interest and spent it into the economy. How else could they have out

produced and defeated Nazi Germany? Before the Soviets the Tsarists regimes followed the teachings of The Russian Orthodox

Church that prohibited lending money at interest as was practiced by Christians and Jews. In 1917 bankster Arthur Schiff gave

Trotsky $25 million to start a privately held central bank in the USSR.

There was con[ict amongst the politburo and Trotsky lost and was exiled and eventually assassinated. Charles I of England lost

his head because of his adherence to biblical prohibitions on usury. Charles II conceded to allow lending at interest and kept his

head. Michael Hudson in his book "and forgive them their debts" says that Jesus was killed because of his agitating for a debt

Jubilee as was practiced in Babylon. Banksters create havoc and extract wealth and resources wherever, however and whenever

they can. That is what is happening in Ukraine and that is why Russia has invaded.
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Excuse me, guys. Boeing doesn't manufacture weapons. My father worked there most of his life and went to Italy once on some

top secret work, but refused to tell me what it was. But I know that Boeing does not have a weapons' manufacturing facility.

What my father is responsible for is the high safety record of the Chinook helicopters, starting with the CH 47-A, used in

Vietnam. In my unqualiJed estimation and because my father's no longer here, the worst thing Boeing did was go to CAD,

Computer Assisted Design. Ever wonder why there were problems with the 737's?

I've also worked at Vertol Division, Boeing, in Industrial Engineering and Fight Control. I've seen my father (educated in England)

argue with his team on the [oor many times about something that was incorrect. He was a perfectionist and he knew how to

keep the big birds in the air. I always admired him because he would never listen to the head honchos, but only do what he knew

was right and never compromise the safety of the helicopter. He was tool design, but he also spent time in the shop getting

them to make mock-ups of his ideas. He was very dedicated and kept a lot of people safe.

He went through WWII when they had to roll their drawings and put them in metal canisters when there was an air raid. We were

on the south coast of England. My mother came close to getting strafed by a Messerschmitt crossing the moor to visit my

father at his oPce. We currently have taxation without representation and we don't need WWIII. We need to retain our

nationalities and sort our own countries out. Sabre rattling never helps understanding. Thanks Dr. Mercola for an excellent

article about the war in Ukraine.
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cka8184
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"Russia claims it will release a comprehensive report before U.S. midterms detailing how top Democrats facilitated illegal biowarfare

research in Ukraine" Oh dear, can't wait !
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moony77
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Interesting and how a Republican as POTUS serves the Russian government is even more interesting.
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Ukraine is one of the heads of the globalists snake where TONS of child traPcking, money laundering and bio weapon labs are

located. When Dr. Mercola says, "U.S. aid to Ukraine may be a corrupt scheme to steal taxpayer funds, launder the money through

Ukraine, and then funnel the money back into the hands of the transnational security elite" you can replace "may be" to "is" because it's

hardworking TAXPAYER money that's being sent to this proxy "war", by orders of Pedo Biden's handlers, and then laundered back into

the pockets of the scum of the Earth. If you voted for Pedo Biden, you're sharp as a marble and need your head examined.
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Zelenky is as self indulgent as Putin. They belong in the same rubbish bin Meanwhile the rank and Jle in Ukraine and Russia are

pawns in the game these two despots are playing The American taxpayer is hung out to dry in BILLIONS squandered by the

demented fossil and a derelict Congress
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The lack of genuine negotiation efforts speaks volumes. USA only gets involved in war for two reasons - money, or control of

resources (which ultimately becomes money too). Any claims to support global democracy are just like putting lipstick on a pig.
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Given that the 2020 US election was obviously stolen by the dishonest Democrats, I go with the theory that this is primarily a money

laundering scheme for their beneJt.  However the RINO's are a major problem too.  Republicons have never been any good.  Neither

major US political party represents me at all. It's really Repulicons and Democons combined into the Unilaterally Dishonest Party
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- "The beauty of being discredited by mainstream media is that they revealed to you who is actually telling the truth." In general, is this

a compass to lead one out of the mist & fog of oPcial misinformation? Seeing as there is no box under their fear porn to show anyone

the many sides of any issue. Leading to information & issues - instead of smears.
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Convincing phrase, JUST. Health and freedom are not defended, convenience is defended. The governments have no scruples,

only an excessive desire to govern for their own interests following the dictates of the globalist elite. We cannot trust any

government, any public health authority or the media. Independent scientists and truth-telling journalists are slandered,

demonized, accused of disinformation, censored, Jred and called domestic terrorists. This letter can be a reference for all the

misinformation written in 20 + 5 strange questions regarding COVID. Passports, fact checkers, censorship will be perfectly

globalized to subtract freedoms and create a global state where tyranny and fascism will be the tools that drive the Great Reset.

There will be no border to disinformation. An open letter to the White House, Surgeon General Murthy, the Twitter censors, the

Medium censors, the LinkedIn censors, the YouTube censors, the medical community, the mainstream media, all members of

the US Congress, world leaders, all public health oPcials anywhere in the world, all "fact-checker" organizations, and members

of the California legislature, especially Assemblyman Evan Low and Senator Dr. Richard Pan. COVID MISINFORMATION: 20

QUESTIONS THEY DON'T WANT TO ANSWER www.globalresearch.ca/20-questions-they-dont-want-answer/5775680

 (03/27/2022)
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The silence is deafening & telling Gui!
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Let's call it what it is...this is a Federal Reserve wet dream. They get to create money out of nothing and charge us interest on it and

spread it all over the globe. This will continue and get worse so look for it.  It's easy to see once you understand our economic system

of slavery and debt. More debt HAS to be created or everything...and I mean everything.... implodes. ...and it will.
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Pete.Smith says in one of his posts how much he likes and admires Tulsi Gabbard and considers her to be honest. She certainly

appears to be a true conservative and defender of the Constitution but she is also a 2015 graduate of the WEF Young Global Leaders

along with Justin (Castro) Trudeau, Sen. Tom Cotton of AR, and Pete Buttljuice. She has never denounced that association as far as I

know. So, is she for real or is she the Manchurian Candidate being groomed to move up to the Presidency to advance the Great Reset?
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"...admires Tulsi Gabbard and considers her to be honest. She certainly appears to be a true conservative and defender of the

Constitution..." I'm not so sure about that: www.ammoland.com/2019/04/tulsi-is-terrible-but-redeemable-on-the-secon..
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grulla, I looked for more recent information on Tulsi Gabbard's position on the 2nd amendment since your link is 3 years old.

She was a speaker at CPAC, Conservative Political Action Conference, February 25, 2022. She mentioned several times her

support for the Constitution and Bill of Rights, in particular the 1st Amendment. Here is a link to her 20 minute speech.

www.youtube.com/watch  DesertRat, as far as Tulsi Gabbard being a WEF 2015 graduate and never denouncing the association

I will search for more information on that. I don't recall any of the hundreds of WEF graduates denouncing the organization.

Maybe they value their lives.
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Being a graduate of the WEF is all the litmus test we need, regardless of what she “says” about anything, it’s all suspect since

they are experts at telling us what we want to hear, in order to be elected and then sell us all out in the end. Trudeau is a great

example. Gabbard also voted to give election critical infrastructure oversight to the Dept of Homeland Security back in 2015 and

has been deemed a sellout since then for doing so, yet gives full lip service to being for the ppl. These ppl are wolves dressed in

sheep’s clothing.
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She used to be my Rep. She is a Democrat and a great actor. Any politician of any stature is totally corrupt. They are never

permitted to rise to any height without being totally bought and sold many times over. Trust no politician. Even Rand Paul is an

actor onstage. Truth IS painful.
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Otis, thanks for your reply, I'll be watching Gabbard more closely. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ "brian", "Even Rand Paul is an actor

onstage." Perhaps it's a matter of, sometimes ya gotta Jght Jre with Jre.
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Thank you for a wonderful article. Most Americans have been brainwashed by the godless media to hate President Putin. Therefore,

very few Americans realize President Putin is a Christian who tossed the Communists out of Russia and he has restored the Russian

Orthodox Church, which is Christian based on God and Jesus Christ being one and the same, which is rejected by people like

Zelenskyy and US neoCON warmongers who want to put NATO (American) nukes on Russia's border.
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seriously brainwashed and MSM has contributed fully
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Yep, do you know that he is one of the leaders of the KGB? This organization tricked so many Americans and other people,

especially in the government. www.britannica.com/.../KGB . Before prizing this man, please check the history of Eastern Europe.

Putin's dream is to expand previous Soviet Union borders. Unfortunately, he will not stop here. As it was a few decades ago,

Poland and Germany can be the following goals.
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Like clockwork it's all simply executing. the re-set has to have a designated war like scenario to accelerate the process accentuating

the greater narrative. Taiwan is next no doubt and guess who will FUND it..." we the people" as usual. ZERO fricken accountability

ANYwhere to be seen
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One of the problems is that people do not want to search out the truth. They are looking for a version of events which suits them.
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It's overwhelming.
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sw.9421
Joined On 11/20/2015 9:52:58 AM
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I'm so tired of all the Politicians waving Ukrainian [ags and shouting "We must stand for Democracy" and proclaiming Zelenskyy a

populist "hero" when he is, in fact, just another dictator and corrupt politician. Remember that Ukraine is the corrupt government that

accepted a billion dollar bribe from then VP Joe Biden to Jre the prosecutor that was looking into his son Hunter's money laundering

scheme. Ukraine also has no free press, just "state approved" media and now Zelenskyy has the audacity to say that those in the U.S.

who question our unlimited money giveaway (like Glenn Greenwald and even Democrat Tulsi Gabbard) are Russian agents. Of course

the other lie is that we must protect their "sovereignty and territorial integrity" while the politicians do nothing about the fact that we

have exactly zero "sovereignty and territorial integrity" because of our totally open border that lets in millions of illegals; including

cartels, criminals, terrorists and the Chinese made fentanyl that kills over a hundred thousand Americans every year.

And then there's Biden's Jnal lie that our sanctions will bankrupt Putin when the truth is that all of Europe is still buying Russian gas

and oil because they can't survive without it. So, the ruble is rising, the dollar is crashing while we have sent 50 billion to Ukraine and

Europe is funding Putin's war machine. What insanity! So now there's a new refugee crisis in Europe, hundreds of thousands will die,

and Biden says we will send endless billions to Ukraine in a proxy war with Russia that we didn't want, didn't vote for and can't win.

Meanwhile, we are in a recession (soon to be a Depression) because of Biden's destroying our energy independence and the ever

increasing in[ation caused by our government's never ending money printing to support another endless war. And he wants to spend

another trillion here for that same "Green New Deal" that failed in Europe and is and now enriching our enemies like Russia, Iran and

OPEC.
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Not to mention the next [eecing of America with Biden’s In[ation Act, stealing more taxpayer money to oppress us. Billions are

going to the IRS!
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Joined On 7/3/2010 1:30:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see that the corruption in Ukraine along with corruption in the USA and Russia as well, is a huge problem. There may be 46

bioweapon labs in Ukraine, but how many does Russia have? Have many does Russia have in partnership with the USA? The whole

thing is completely corrupt and dangerous for real people trying to live real lives. We need all to become engaged and support

candidates and become candidates. I am steadfastly against any country invading another country to take it over and consume it,

especially under the pretense of cleaning up corruption, especially when the country doing the invading is extremely corrupt. We must

respect borders. From a big-picture view, I see this only as another example of Putin reassembling the USSR. He's already taken part of

it back, not including Ukraine.
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“We must respect borders” also means WE must respect borders and stay the hell out of Ukraine!
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davidle
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In my opinion, Zelensky is trying to drag us into his war. We should have never furnished them weapons because where there is no

fuel, there is no Jre. They would have been forced to come to the negotiating table. Zelensky is a zero, not a hero.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM
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Zelensky most likely is a contractor for the CIA and as such essentially says what they tell him to say.  You are correct.  All aid to

Ukraine is ill-placed and just widens the con[ict.  What Russia wanted originally was entirely reasonable. This is really Biden's

war against Russia, and nothing else.  Are people aware that Zelensky has a multi-million dollar mansion in Florida?
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM
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" in collaboration with Big Pharma, " This is a comment made in ignorance of fact." In collaboration with the globalists" who OWN big

pharma, big agro, big military, big EVERYTHING.  Ukraine serves politics, not proJt. Globalists have as much money, as they will ever

need. They own credit. Money = debt = slavery  The Great Reset cometh, wherein "you will own nothing and be happy"  "So no, it’s not a

hyperbole to say the Banking System is One. We’re not overstating the case when we say it’s just one massive cartel. That the banks

own everything, including all the major industries. Oil, Weapons, Pharmaceuticals, Food, Telecom and IT, etc. It’s all one massive

monopoly. Controlled from the top down “  ’A total of 737 control 80% of it all” The Money Power is real and these Swiss gentlemen

have done us a favor by crunching the numbers.”  Please Google "The network of global corporate control”
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Orange is the new black, green is the new red and the blue-and-gold Ukrainian [ag (often accompanied by pro-vaccination and

anti-"disinformation" symbols and protestations) is the new Biden-Harris insignia. The "war", like the perpetual con[ict between

Oceania, Eurasia and Eastasia in "1984" is simply a means of consuming the production of society without raising the standard of

living, and of keeping the population in a permanent state of [ux and fear.
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Congratulation Joseph Mercola! You were the Jrst one I discovered on my path in trying to conquer longtime Mold Illness and Lyme!

(Two Bio warfare lab diseases I recently discovered).
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prune unit
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I recently came across a book by Neil Nathan on this subject, and have been here since the early 2000s. Can you suggest any

resources that helped you on your journey with this?
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When I was a kid I listened to the local university station akin to NPR. I enjoyed "Adventures in Good Music" with Carl Haas who

opened each program with a deep, "Hello, everyone." I had wondered why Beethoven's V Symphony went dot-dot-dot-dash, just like the

letter "V" in the Morse Code. And one day he explained there is a connection! But now, forty or so years late, we've learned that NPR

means National Propaganda Radio. Whatever NPR opines and promotes, the truth is probably the opposite. Whatever NPR suppresses

and disses, is probably the truth.
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I would like to read the chart in this article. It is unreadable even if I zoom in. Does one of the references have a readable version of the

chart?
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Joined On 5/29/2014 1:02:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The people of Ukraine and Russia are pawns caught in between two SELF indulgent despots Zelensky and Putin Zelenky shuts down

any opposition as he begs for more and more $$$$$ and sends the little missus to do the same in US all the while wringing her hands

wailing 'it be for suffering Ukrainians'
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Joined On 8/13/2006 1:54:14 PM
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One day we're going to Jnd out how Biden turned the Ukraine into a personal slush fund.
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We can be sure his progeny will rule over our children and grandchildren. These vampires live forever!
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM
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My son’s high school athlete physical form has some new questions this year - have you had the Covid jab? Which one(s) and dates - I

said Prefer not to answer. Then questions about sudden deaths and heart incidents under 50 in your family, and a whole 15 item

checklist of heart ailments in your family. Anyone having unexplained seizures or tics? There must be a way out of this!
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After reading all the comments posted here, it is easy to see there is confusion as to what all this Ukrainian war means and who is

responsible for all the chaos and unrest and all the atrocities. It is an endless maze of drama and intrigue....nothing but lies and

corruption. And it has been spread all across the world to create division and hatred, unrest and insanity wherever possible. The only

place I have seen the truth unfold has been in the study of history, that of the Protestant Reformation and through the study of the

bible.

The scope of what is happening is biblical and worldwide and Jnal. It is only a quandary because very few study both the bible and

true history, mainly because of all the corruptions in those 2 areas. I say this because the authors of all this was clearly exposed during

the Protestant Reformation and Christians knew this for CENTURIES! There was a counter reformation set against the Protestants by

the Roman Catholic popes in 1540 when they accepted the military arm of the papacy, the jesuits, to do their dirty work of making war

with those exposing the heresies and atrocities of the vatican for the long centuries of the Dark Ages, when they ruled with almost no

opposition.

They ruled with fear and superstitions, lies and robberies and persecution. This has never stopped because they went underground.

Now no one remembers history for many reasons. No one but the vatican rules this world and they are ruled by the antichrist/false

prophet who is come from the smoky pit of hell. It is written.
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM
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It started in the Garden of Eden when Satan tempted Eve and she ended up with two children from two different father's in her

womb. Jesus Christ explained in when His disciples asked him to EXPLAIN the parable of the tares, which He clearer put on

Satan. Today we KNOW THEM by their works, which are always the same, death and destruction instead of the LOVE OF GOD.
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bschec7
Joined On 2/13/2007 8:24:08 AM
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Of course this a scheme to defraud the deprecated and weak, Western masses. Our American citizens are [uoridated, via water and

Big Pharma/Big Industry, fed denatured food, coddled with 6 gorillion pronouns and turned neatly in to warring factions by a media

owned by the most expelled Tribe in human history. The "Azov Battalion" was funded and expanded by an Israeli "Ukrainian" Oligarch

named Ihor Kolomoisky, a billionaire jew, who made all his money illegally. Not a rare occurrence. If Azov commits atrocities, it is to

discredit those who cherish the white European culture that did so much to advance civilization. Just as Timothy McVeigh, a

sheep-dipped Green Beret, was matched up with an Operation Patcon (FBI/ATF/DoD) operative, and made a patsy with the Murroh

Building (in an attempt to eliminate support for militias).

We are up against labyrinthine layers of a conspiracy to wipe out an entire race, the only one that offers resistance to the

WEF/NWO/Globalist/Intl. Security Elite plans. Truth is, we fought on the wrong side in WW II. Germany was the bulwark against

worldwide expansion of Communism, and the US gave STALIN and his Bolsheviks the present day sum of $500B, to defeat a guy who

was locking up Rothschilds. FDR's chief advisor, Harry Hopkins was a now known Soviet agent.

1/3rd of the world fell in to Communism after WW II, and we are now being slow boiled in it. So, sure, it is no effort to start fake

con[icts in Donbass, funnel more trillions as this war drags on, most of it stolen by people who funded Jeffrey Epstein. What is the

answer? Well, giving the most expelled people in human history control over your money supply in 1913, so they could consolidate

ownership of all major media and every political party, was not smart. Disband AIPAC, re-institute the House Committee on

un-American Activities. Put Rand Paul in charge, and make sure patriots, real ones, guard him. Hail Victory.
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We are all living in the Matrix - where nothing is as it seems. You can't look at any aspect of this society anymore; without seeing lies

and deception - unless you're blind! We should all thank the "Fact Checkers", because we know that anything they call a "conspiracy

theory", is a conspiracy FACT! -- ukrainetoday.org/2022/04/09/canada-sends-Jnancial-support-to-ukraine-..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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Senescent politicians and bad billionaires are more toxic to civilization than senescent cells to a body! We think Brandon is popping

meth to stay awake..stay combative. Since Assange was canceled many moons ago, then RT..Gabbard, Paul, Greenwald....Alex Jones

is the latest victim.. to silence all opposition to global tyranny.

 bioclandestine.substack.com/p/russian-mil-declares-ukraine-origin?utm_..
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Joined On 8/20/2019 12:41:17 PM
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Its like they are using George Orwell's script.
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and prefect execution with not ONE of the orchestrators of it all held remotely accountable...not ONE!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another bamboozle. One needs to study alternate sources so to gain insight and understanding. Two of mine: The Saker and Dr.

Michael Hudson. The Saker interviews Michael Hudson ~ thesaker.is/the-saker-interviews-michael-hudson-6    American Diplomacy

as a Tragic Drama ~ michael-hudson.com/.../articles   And as always - nuances, subtleties, and many shades of gray.
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM
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I think BeforeItsNews dot com is pretty good. IMO their page format is pretty good. I always click the button for old format.
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IanW2001
Joined On 3/15/2021 3:01:39 AM
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It would appear Chris Coles & others have been in[uenced by the non-stop anti Russian propaganda constantly spewed forth by

Western legacy media. It's on a par with the level of COVID propaganda & lies they have assailed us with for more than two

years.  Like bfr27915 I've been reading 'The Vineyard of the Saker' for some time. Whilst there's no doubt some of the authors

on this site are pro Russian, one can gain a much clearer view of the Russia-Ukraine con[ict that you'll ever get from Western

TV, radio & print media. Well worth a look.
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IanW2001 - spot on. For me - any site worth following will have articles that inspire many comments from readers. "The

Vineyard of the Saker" has readers/comments for all over the world (many from Brazil). My best source of insight and

understanding is from readers' comments. That is why I here at Dr. Mercola's site - great commentators.
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why have American and Brits been so gullible. The Ukraine [ag, [ying high in many UK towns, where I live. People sponsoring Ukraine

citizens and welcoming them into their homes, why? When a comedienne becomes the leader of a crooked country, dresses in

fatigues, sleeps in fatigue pj’s, you know something is up.  Why again did Americans and Brits fall for this nonsense?
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM
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Yup i agree with you ukraine [ags everywhere the media duped us all the politicians lied to us facebook and others raised morel

questions and asked us all to play the good guy which most of us did, some of us realised the corruption but most were led by

the piper to where the piper took them but the good news is the pipers playing the same old tune and that same old tune is worn

out but in the background there is a new tune being played and its called Freedom, Freedom to be the person you are freedom to

think and act with no malice to anyone or anything Freedom to simply be and not be led by parties whom have not your best

intrest at heart, the future is looking bright once the old has faded away much love to all.
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What people need to understand, is that what happens in one country, happens in all countries! Trudeau told us some time ago

that we should all welcome Ukranian refugees into our homes! Why doesn't he welcome them into his home!!! The agendas are

GLOBAL. People would do well to remember that.
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Germans are unhappy because of 1000 Euros payments to Ukrainian immigrants for coming. Germans need to work hard for

this money, and immigrants get everything for free.
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4steve9
Joined On 7/20/2022 3:41:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are two America's ..the old original Republic ( prior to 1871) which is today the case in International law ...and then there is the

Corporation of America that was the case up to 2022 headed by a dead biden ( died 3 years ago ) ...but played by 3 actors ,one of

which is believed to have expired this last week ! ALL of the biden 'administration' is a movie ...all are actors playing out the dodgy

democrat policies so that American people can see what they would get ....and its not nice! The Bioweapon factories , the powerful

dangerous drug, chemical and processed food industries, the war on Russia etc and the rump of whats left of the US Corporation

military still in the defunct Pentagon ...is that old defunct Corporation !

The new Republic brings a totally new gold backed currency , the new White Hat military , Gesara and Nesara ...all of which both

Russia and China have ...and China has the duty to clear out the corruption from Taiwan as Russia did Ukraine ! Ukraine is to see its

Eastern states become Russian and its West part of Poland ... whats left will be an independent country of Ukraine ! Nesara ( US only )

,Gesara demands an end to all nuclear , an end to warfare,a new constitution and small administrations running each country for its

people and only its people that can be removed by the people!

We will have new medicine ,new education , new currencies that are all 1 to 1 , MUCH lower taxes ( the IRS will be shut down) new

rights but also expectations! There is just the matter of bringing about that vast change and cleansing the old corruption! What few yet

know is the full extent globally of what Epstein etc revealed ...Putins troops found 35000 badly hurt stolen ,traPcked children mostly

under Mariupol steelworks right next to to that illegal Nato base!
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM
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Welcome back Stevecar, I've missed reading your utter nonsense. So far NOTHING you have predicted has come true. I'm still

rooting for you though.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are correct about the country becoming a corporation in 1870. You are correct about actors playing Biden- what an

effective distraction! For doubters, how do you explain competency one day, and a vegetable the next? Great theater. I don't

know about the country being transformed into Shangri La. Since all people are corrupt and self serving, any new governance

will quickly become as unethical as a previous one.
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM
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Biden's not dead...only looks that way. ..now he has to deal with chronic covid...who is really running this country?
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Iwantthetruth
Joined On 1/3/2017 2:56:33 PM
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4steve9, QAnon is NONSENSE, No truth to any of it. I have a friend who believes this garbage as you apparently do, and I have to

say the brainwashed are really a sad thing. Do yourself a favor and stop reading their CRAP!
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Zou5514
Joined On 12/28/2016 7:01:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally agree with you Dr Mercola. Me I will add Putin is a great president and at least he protect his country and his people and all

presidents should take example on this man. Nobody will step on his feet and he is absolutely 100% right. Levinsky is a pro Nazi and

with his army he is killing his own people and then try to blame it on Putin. I have friends in Ukraine who r saying that Levinsky is

behind this maniganced war with others like Biden,etc.. and it is the Russians who r coming to save the Ukrainian people so people

needs to stop believing all what the stupid media r saying because,it is all lies. Everything is being maniganced including Covid and all

those other viruses just to poison people with their vaccins that r simply rotten and right there people again believes all the rotten

conventional and end up at the cemetery. Dr Mercola you are the best doctor everrrrrr
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I agree with all you say and i belive President putin and president trump and forces of the light are saving the world but

unfortunatly 75% of the world populace are blind and deaf due to media coverage but however more and more people are

becoming aware as each day passes. much love to all
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So the Billions of US taxpayer money [ying out the door to Ukraine without our say so every time we turn around is actually going to

our military industrial complex that is manufacturing the weapons [one of the few things America makes anymore]; but also to protect

the 22 illegal biolabs along the border of Russia that Hunter Biden has been funneling money to. If you watched From JFK to 911

Everything is a Rich Man's Trick you would see that not only are the same old actors funding both sides & getting rich off it but they are

enslaving us at the same time. Joe Biden has been in the pocket of the Bankers since day one; remember most credit card companies

and corporations register themselves in Delaware because of low fees and less over site& they kept him in oPce.

Big Pharma is on the same taxation without representation [or over site; just censorship] gravy train. Trump getting back in [becoming

king] would be total destruction of the republic & rule of law so what are we to do? Is there a JFK in the house that we can keep alive

long enough to Jx any of this? Seven days before his assassination in 1963 JFK said" There is a plot in this country to enslave every

man, woman & child. Before I leave this high & noble oPce I intend to expose this plot." Ike warned us about the Military, Industrial &

Corporate complex.

Even crooked Nixon banned bioweapons labs; but we have ignored it to out peril ever since. Now we have the invisible boogie man[

constant pandemics} to keep everybody afraid as Sam Giancanna said in his book Double Cross. Who will be the patsy this time? BTW;

to anyone who gets monkey pox there is an early treatment tincture available made from the purple pitcher plant that has been used

for all pox for decades. I made sure to have some in my Jrst aid kit; available online [ Latin name Serratia Purpurea].
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ChefBambu
Joined On 8/30/2021 9:55:21 AM
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I don't believe my US government will tell the truth and I don't believe any government will tell the truth. What I do believe, if the

irritating Donald Trump was president there would not be a war in Ukraine. Weak US leaders cause wars and can be as dirty and evil as

the worst world leaders when the US press and government agencies take sides.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree. You can't get Russian TV here. But I can get Pravda and Izvestia in English. So they don't spoonfeed the people who want to

suck it up, but people who READ, on the other hand, have access. Of course in the US, we also have the people who just want to suck

on the teat, and watch nothing but MSM aka Lamestream Media. Incidentally, we're all sick of hearing of Trump and Russia, Russia,

Russia, but one question I NEVER see addressed is why RUSSIA would want TRUMP to be elected. After all, he's a lot harder to deal

with than Hellary would be.
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Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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Why Trump ? Because Trump is A Happy guy. Trump is easy to get along. Trump is not a politician in pure form. Trump is Mister

Business. Trump is both Mr. Business and Mr. President. Trump is still President Trump. And the World liked watching Him

Acting. The world likes charismatic presidents, like Trump, Netanyahu for example who is also deJnitely coming back. Biden is

a disgusting old man, whom stupid Americans decided to elect. How stupid it was ???
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The MO is clearly the same as always used by the "intelligence" Agencies that have usurped the US Government. First, they'll support

their chosen puppet, Zelensky, with all the funding, weapons and man power as needed to have him do their dirty work. Eventually

once Z shows his psychopathy to the point that there's no hiding it anymore or once he becomes a burden or annoyance to the

puppeteers, he will become the scapegoat. Then, Z can be painted as a Tyrant who deceived the kind US government, who only had

good intentions, and thus now must be stopped at all costs. In order to maintain democracy around the world, of course. Let's keep

praying and hoping for the best but also at the same time, be prepared for the worst.
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Good article, trying to redress the balance. There was a very good video on you tube by a South African Pastor, who tried to look at the

whole thing from various angles. You tube took it down!
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Would that be Rodney Howard Brown who pastors a church in Tampa, FL, now? He spoke out early in the plandemic, warning

that he'd seen free nations taken down by epidemics.
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frankfv8
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I actually feel that Russia and Putin for helping American citizens and that they do not realize it he is holding off their goal of total

world domination at davos mention that put on was in the way and that he is stopped them in their stride. People only pay attention to

what they read they don't read through it and read around it Putin is preventing it he is a help to the American citizens he doesn't want

world domination for Russia or for the rest of the world and yes the Ukraine is just a toy it is upon if they get Ukraine they will put it in

NATO then it will allow for American so-called American military to be stationed there and being a threat to Russia remember this

administration it's for the wrong reasons it's not for the betterment of the American people it's plain and simple look at your

pocketbook they say that there's been a job increase because people need two and three jobs to keep up to what they had with one

and they're going to raise taxes letting you believe that it is the only way to help but a crack I would love to post this on Facebook but I

can't because I'm in Facebook jail because of my political views
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ColdTurkey
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Another excellent article by Dr. Mercola. God bless him for all he does!
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lots of big money deals in Ukraine with Biden and Zelensky. bio-weapon labs! All the Bidens have become

multi-millionaires/billionaires. It's all pay-to-play! Surprised youtube doesn't ban these videos. They will soon, I'm sure:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=taAbtEc3jUY&ab_channel=GregEngleman
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toolapcblack
Joined On 10/1/2014 7:10:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CORONAGATE: Big Pharma, Switzerland & Organized Crime. wolfclanmedia.org/coronagate-Jlm
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sandramarie108
Joined On 9/27/2021 2:34:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Ukrainian/Russian con[ict is short compared to the Replublican? Afghanistan war, 20 years was it?, and the Republican Iraq war

with no WMD which was used as excuse to start the war? War promoters will try to come up with any excuse to create war it seems.

Biolabs are all over the world in most countries? Any country that uses destructive weapons, bioweapons or nuclear are the weakest

countries, because history has shown that negotiations work to resolve issues, so no need to use weapons. Successful agreements

have been made, but they are just not publicised as much or maybe not at all. Maybe if we stop clicking on the bad news, and start

creating good news even as little as it might seem, we can bring more sense to the world. It's worth a try :)
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don’t forget how Obama went from Iraq and Afghanistan to Libya, Sudan, Yemen, Syria and Somalia. You literally omitted eight

years of death and destruction, for what! To win a Nobel Peace prize! This Ukrainian war could last a very long time as it serves

to usher in the Great Reset.
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Unfortunately there will be lots of con[icting and confusing misinformation before the elections. Look at who is protecting and helping

to heal the planet and humanity with a history of those actions and not doing it right before the elections to give the false perception.

Earth is what has given us life and has sustained us. Its worth protecting and healing!
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm just a retired guy who reads all day every day. I commented on this over a month ago, that there is a neo-Nazi faction in Ukraine

funded by the CIA called the Azo Brigade and received a ton of thumbs down on Western Journal. Is this why Putin invaded Ukraine? I

don't have an answer to that. I certainly don't agree with civilian dwellings being hit with rockets. At the same time I'd bet there are a

ton of thing that the media does not disclose about what we do in foreign countries. Just goes to show ya how much the sheeple

know. The ones who don't do adequate research before commenting.
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shane12
Joined On 1/7/2021 5:21:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well Ukraine number one in Europe America number one in the world for corruption as we all know this is the world we live in and who

put these guys in power well that is the big question answer please on a postcard to the good doc.
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www.bitchute.com/.../pkHDj7eUb60     Two contributions from Amazing Polly  www.bitchute.com/.../pkHDj7eUb60  
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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Western Media is full of LIES, fake news and fabricated stories. Ukraine was a fascist and nazi entity long before WWII. Ukrainian

nationalists, or the followers of leaders of terrorist and murderer gangs like Bandera, Petliura and many others, who over the 500 years

have terrorized Ukraine's Jewish population, murdering tens of thousands people, including many Russians and gypsies, were in close

contact with Hitler and US. The fact that US was supporting Germany following its defeat in WWI, explains in very easy terms, why and

how US is Anti-Russia since the exactly same time, 1914. US objective and goal was ONE and only ONE: To DESTROY USSR.

Hitler was one major tool. US has RE-BUILT german's economy and the its army. That made Hitler an american Puppet. Hitler was

doing what US was planning. To start the war to annihilate Russia. Over 40 american companies were active supporters of Germany.

Kodak in Spain was producing items for Germany during WWII. Easy to do a search to see the whole list of these companies. Many

many points show why US wasn't bombing the concentration camps, allowing *** to keep exterminating Jews, Russian prisoners of

war...etc. The dirty "DDAY"...in July 1944 ?! Nine months before the End ??? when Russian Army was approaching Berlin ?!!

"dday" was a dirty spectacle, for american public and the media. The goal of this dirty spectacle was not to let Russian Army enter

Berlin as Only WINNERS. US wanted to use the opportunity for themselves, to add the golden title "Winner". So, US have succeeded in

dismantling Soviet Union, and the next phase was a Coup in Kiev in 2014 and provoking Russia to start war with Ukraine. Ukraine was

and is the most Neo-Nazi state in the world. Ukrainian army has Neo-nazi units with uniforms with SS symbols. US will loose again.

Russia's economy is Jne. BRICS alliance is Jne. The Winner is going to be again Russia. Like was in the last 300 years.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article. I have been watching. I just don't know that Russia and China are "sovereign nations" (I understand China is communist)

rather than part of the global puppet show. But in the narrative I see and have been watching, USA and NATO are in the wrong. I view

Ukraine as Nazi ~ though I believe there are many good people and honorable men in the Ukraine armed forces. But the Zelensky

regime is Nazi. Azov is Nazi. Russia is to me on the moral high ground. I am for peace. But even Putin's position of military operation is

to me reasonable. There was genocide in Donbass and elsewhere. The labs. Etc. I will not take the side of a Nazi government. I believe

it's a military operation ~ and I think the best solution is peaceful surrender of Ukraine and Russia annexing the whole country. It

probably won't go that far ~ but that is my support level for Zelensky: zero. Ukraine abused, tortured, and murdered Russian POW

soldiers shamelessly. Denazify Ukraine. Z
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No Matter.....another Vietnam scam...I know that DARPA has its "FootPrints" all over this SCAM....another interfuse to add to the

already unsteady world of babbling 'TV News" .;yawn' But this is of some interest if you have kids or grandkids in , or going back to a

school >>> 2) Dr. Martin Pall has reviewed available studies to determine if exposure to EMFs could cause or exacerbate neurological

conditions such as depression -- and he believes it can. Dr. Martha Herbert has found that autistic children beneJt signiJcantly from

being removed from environments high in EMF.

(ehtrust.org/key-issues/cell-phoneswireless/autism-adhd-wireless-electr..  ) Microwave frequency electromagnetic Jelds (EMFs)

produce widespread neuropsychiatric effects including depression "In summary, then, the mechanism of action of microwave EMFs,

the role of the VGCCs in the brain, the impact of non-thermal EMFs on the brain, extensive epidemiological studies performed over the

past 50 years, and Jve criteria testing for causality, all collectively show that various non-thermal microwave EMF exposures produce

diverse neuropsychiatric effects." pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26300312
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And I KNOW for a fact ,as I have been diagnosed by a few Doctors and specialists I have been with AS for decades....and it can

be passed onto generations ..... that EMF and RF interactions has much to do with AS... Adult Asperger's Syndrome is just a kid

growing up with AS.... duh.... Now Millions of kids are LIVING under 5G and ever increasing powers and variant Frequencies and

Pulse rates..... Pulsed RF and varying frequencies has much to do with the effects on the brain and Pineal Gland >>>

 www.merriam-webster.com/.../pineal%20gland   <<>>>  pia mater   www.merriam-webster.com/.../pia%20mater   and RF/EMF

can effects all of this and a lot more......and think YOUR paying to keep YOUR KID and Grand-Kids SAFE......but they are actually

being Irradiated by the Boards of Education......WHO Can BE SUED!!!!!!!   as These BoE People are LIABLE for YOUR kids

SAFETY.....and if my Grandkids get even a snivel.......you know who is gonna PAY..
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Putin taking this to the UN international court... the same UN that supports vaccines and the WHO... it doesn't add up... If he took this

to court it would simply be a gesture to justify his invasion actions and not get charged with war crimes but I don't think he wants

justice for illegal biolabs when the UN sponsors them...  Also China helping go after biolabs sounds like a topic China would likely

avoid with their clear links to the covid pandemic
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Pete.Smith, you might want to do some research on Tulsi Gabbard. She is a WEF young global leader.

swprs.org/the-young-global-leaders-of-the-davos-world-economic-forum-w..

 thenewamerican.com/don-t-be-fooled-tulsi-gabbard-is-a-globalist-in-she..  I also have read that she now denounces Klaus Schwab,

and is critical of Biden. But I think she is not to be trusted. Perhaps controlled opposition. It sure does get tiring trying to Jnd someone

I can trust.
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You are neglecting and whitewashing russian authoritarianism, imperialism and corruption, ignoring, that they just bomb residential

buildings, hospitals, and shopping malls and then invent stories about "military targets". russia never was following any "Geneva

conventions" in treating civilians or captives
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Interesting that you are also describing American imperialism over a century and very much on-going. Add to your list proud and

blatant assassinations of rulers of sovereign nations, economic hitmen, election interference, 800-1000 military installations in

exchange for "protection" or economic assistance. Cruelty to civilians or captives? Think Guantanamo, Abu Graib, U.S. prison

system, Native Americans, Black Americans, a medical system that kills at least 250,000 citizens a year with drugs and

mistakes, and much more.
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You are neglecting that Ukraine is basing their military operations from the inside of hospitals, schools, and shopping malls;

while at the same time shelling those same facilities in the Donbass region.
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I agree that Russian authoritarianism is less than ideal. I do not agree with MSM reports blaming Russia for all offenses.

Ukraine has their secret police and is targeting Russian speaking people. Ukraine is fully authoritarian and the government is

NaziJed. I am for peace. But I would rather visit Russia than Ukraine as a traveler. And if I lived in Ukraine, I would want Russia

to liberate me from Ukraine. But I prefer to live in America. God bless America. God will deliver us from the corruption here.
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Nobody talks about KGB, the primary tool for creating all crimes in history. Are people afraid? Yes. Knowing the history and what

was done by silencing everybody who speaks out is overwhelming. The books by Jurij Felshtinsky are mind

blowing:en.wikipedia.org/.../Yuri_Felshtinsky
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This makes for uncomfortable reading, and I will try and cover what I believe are the important aspects. First of all, it may not be clear

to anyone living in the US, that has been crystal clear to us here in the UK, the Russian administration leadership, Mr Putin being an

excellent example, are wedded to the concept of the complete destruction of ANYONE who stands up to criticise their actions; either

within Russia, or without. Even to the point of assassinating individuals here in the UK. Here, we have seen that full on for many years

now.

So trying to make out the Russians are somehow, now the good guys; quite simply; falls [at on it's face. PERIOD! Again, anyone with a

half a brain has long realised that there are agencies within the US government, that have their own record of, how shall we put this;

"Doing things to people" :) So it makes no impression whatever to try and paint one country as being corrupt; when, as of now, all the

major nations have dirty linen in their history; very much including the UK.

So my primary point is to me most important. Dr. Mercola, you have created what has become the most admired team, for what you

have achieved has been delivered by your team; who represent the belief in the need for all peoples to learn to take control of their

health. Your teachings on such matters are unparalleled, and as a consequence, you, and your team are admired World Wide. My point

being, there are no good guys outside of your primary remit. None!

Everything we can all see that is wrong with the wider world, originally stems from major American Corporations; primarily military and

pharmaceutical corporations driving the actions of every other so called Western group nations. Indeed, without saying so speciJcally,

you repeatedly make that point yourself above. Yes, there are similar problems within Russia, largely caused by the same corporate

mechanisms, but those were all set into motion by a few individuals related to a prominent US university;
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Continued: So may I suggest that you Jnd and read: How Harvard Lost Russia, taken from Institutional Investor my link may not

work for everyone www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b150npp3q49x7w/how-harvard-lost-..  but I do understand that that

particular article can be found by anyone. It sets out in great detail the starting point for Putin's career. What drives him. Yes, I

do understand that you are not being treated correctly by your own national government. Yes, I do understand that that would

drive anyone to Jnd ways of criticising their government actions, both within their own nation, and elsewhere; Ukraine being an

excellent example.

But what we are witnessing is the total destruction, by Russian military forces, of cities in Ukraine, with millions of Ukrainian

citizens displaced world wide, alongside a desperate resistance against these Russian actions, being made by Ukrainian

citizens. History repeatedly teaches that all war involves massive corruption; it is after all, the very best way to make a fortune;

if you are so minded. This is neither the time, nor place, to debate such issues.
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Well said Chris. So disheartened by this article.
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I have to disagree with you ChrisColes. While I do agree that Putin is not a good guy, he is not the one murdering the Ukrainians.

The best historical information I have found has been here:

www.aldomariavalli.it/2022/03/07/declaration-of-msgr-carlo-maria-vigan..  You can Jnd news that presents a much different

view than the MSM here: https://southfront.org/  Putin is against the elitist NWO that Biden and the rest of the West and NATO

are pushing us towards.

He has found and destroyed biolabs in Ukraine, and has stopped the persecution of Russian speaking Ukrainians. Zelensky's

military have put civilians in harms way, and have been responsible for many of the war crimes being blamed on Putin. The

recent bombing of the building that housed Ukrainian soldiers who had been taken prisoner was done by Ukraine using missiles

provided by the US. Search out the many videos by Ukrainians who tell how they were targeted by the Ukrainian military.

Ukraine remains as corrupt as it ever was. Zelensky is a NWO puppet of Klaus Schwab. He is supported by George Soros and

the elitists. COVID-19 and now the Ukrainian war are being used by the elitists to steal the wealth of the world and bring about

the technocratic slavery they desire. There are no good guys here, but if Putin can help stop the World Economic Forum and the

UN et al from realizing their plans for the world, in that one instance, he will be a hero to me.
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Dena1219
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mnpearl  I agree with you 100%. IMO, Ukraine, under Zelensky, is one of the few countries more corrupt than the USA under the

current resident president. Biden is a free man only because the DoJ is not doing its job. God help us.
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Glad to read this. I'm shocked how many Putin war-mongering sympathizers are cropping up on sites like this.
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Micha_El
Joined On 4/23/2020 4:52:00 PM
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Familiarise yourself with the work of the 2 guys on TheDuran, the best GeoPolitcal analysis by far.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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I have often supported and commended Russia/Putin on this Mercola forum for their national organic agriculture commitment,

their [at/gross 13% income tax, and their peaceful and unmandated, reduced population stabilazation due to popular support,

the will of the people. And also a desire to build an extension of the Silk Route across the Bering Straits via a proposed RR and

vehicle tunnel or bridge via the Diomede Islands, to increase peaceful international trade with the North American countries as

well as Europe via, and with, Asia. What has the Ukraine done, support Monsanto for their agriculture, and also support those

bio-labs where the Bidens are allegedly complicit??? At the very least, all as I can suggest is, "the enemy of my enemy is my

friend (Russia)." We can learn a lot from Russia.
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Go to patrick lancaster on yt and see the news on the ground 4 itself.
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You could just as well substitute "US Administrations" in your commentary everywhere you have used "Putin and the Russians."

Recently in the American press is the celebration of a cowardly drone attack in Afghanistan that killed some (most likely

unproven) terrorist leader.
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So Chris, are you saying Russia is as evil and corrupt as the U.S.? It still would have a long way to go considering the U.S. has

invaded, bombed or occupied nearly every nation in the world.
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mnpearl, as was commented by Dena I also agree with you 100%. Chris it appears you are plugged into MSM. Yes there are

more than one side to a story. Look around at other "alternative" news.
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"....Everything we can all see that is wrong with the wider world, originally stems from major American Corporations; primarily

military and pharmaceutical corporations driving the actions of every other so called Western group nations. ...." If it's one thing

I really don't like about corporations is the notion that, "Corporations are people too..." It is clear that the Bill of Rights" was an

afterthought to the main body of the Constitution FOR THE COMMON PEOPLE, yet somehow the interpretation of the 14th

Amendment became warped over the years in favor of "corporate personhood".

www.nationalaffairs.com/publications/detail/are-corporations-people
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I believe Bible prophecy says magog and tubol, the bear, which is russia is going to destroy the US, called the eagle, with Jre. The book

of revelations says babylon the great, is destroyed! That great merchant who sits upon many seas... the great whore of babylon who

deceived the nations with her sorceries... How many great merchant countries sit upon many seas? We sit on the PaciJc ocean, the

gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic ocean. Australia is entirely surrounded by water but hardly a great merchant. The same with Hawaii.

How many seas does China sit on? One, the PaciJc ocean? Who else comes close to being a great merchant who sits upon many

seas?

Why would the bible describe the U.S. as the great whore of babylon? Could it be that God delivered the U.S. into Christians hands for

the purpose of being served by Christians without restraint to the traditions of men(Catholicism was being forced onto the English

population by King George). And now our Nation has allowed foreigners of non-Christian faith to pollute it, and by and large our. nation

has fallen from a status as. Christian nation to one that sold her soul to the devil for the love of money(our politicians, universities,

hollywood, sports etc.?
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You say "I believe Bible prophecy says magog and tubol, the bear, which is russia is going to destroy the US, called the eagle,

with Jre" Anyone who reads the bible and studies it will know it says no such thing!
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I know what you are talking about. Revelation 18 is the North. Revelation 12 in the South. Russia and likely China will release

nuclear strike. However, America will only seem to be destroyed. Southern soil will transJgure. Northern soil will burn then heal

and transJgure. America will disappear protected by God. This is the City On A Hill soil of escape from tribulation. I saw the

vision from God.
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Given the astronomical magnitude of corruption from the hands of the Orange Dotard and his swamp, portions of this article amuse

the hell out of me. I'm not nearly as smart of the majority of these commenters so please forgive the whataboutism and I'll throw in my

2 cents (and won't check back for responses since my ego is too fragile). The world will never be free from corruption as humans are

inherently greedy. Myself, I believe we need to extinguish the Jrestorm that is Vladimir Putin, who poses immediate threat (yes, China

also) to world stability. Plenty of time after the Jre is extinguished to follow the money. I proudly support the brave Ukrainians and

hope for their victory. I've been a subscriber and customer since Mercola was in its infancy. I miss the days when the newsletter

content focused on health/wellness rather than making me wonder if I'm low on tin foil. Sadly, I'm contemplating if it is time to cut

Mercola loose. Peace and love.
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Good points. Where is the old Take Control of Your Health repository? I like to be informed, but have you noticed the fear

mongering has been coming from all sides? People with “nobody’s home” looks on their faces with huge platforms to express

nonsense. It’s a disease in itself. Critical thinking and managing to enjoy life at the same time is important.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
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Anyone that makes this con[ict about Putin doesn't have a clue.  It's not surprising coming from a poster with chronic TDS.

Trump is far from ideal, but certainly a far better choice than the alternatives. If you think Biden is good for America, you really

are sick.
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What people like Dr. Mercola don’t understand is how insidious Russian propaganda is and how they worm themselves into the

narratives of the disgruntled. My wife is Ukrainian and for a while she was following Russian propaganda about the war

intensely. She said it was easy to get drawn into it and she really had to dissect truth from lies. She said they would give 95%

truth and change one small detail that would spin it off in a total different direction. And by the way, since the naysayers want to

give President Putin free reign, maybe they should also support Antifa to do their version of a purge in America. Or, we should

purge all the Democrat states by declaring war and attacking, not their military, but their civilians. The Russian attacks on

Ukrainian civilians instead of the Ukrainian military is 100:1.
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